
GOOD STORIES TO WRITE ABOUT FOR ENGLISH

story about one. Read more about why you should be writing stories about orphans here. Even if you don't believe in
ghosts, they make great stories. Have your .. They inspired me to mix some up a bit for my English homework. Rasmus.

Genre Although some plot types lend themselves more to some genres than others, genre is a different
dimension to plot, and some plots may span across several genres. This story is about these conflicting ideas
that girls face when growing up. A waft of something flowery washes over your main character as they jog
down the street. If you want to keep this list of creative writing prompts for future use, download the entire list
now! Write a book about how the world used to be plagued with war and famine and inhumanity. What Is
Great About It: Despite the best of intentions, our actions can cause more harm to our loved ones than we ever
intended. However, the story is relatively easy to follow. Having access to technology is punishable by life in
prison. It had been 10 years since your character last saw their biggest crush. Write about how nothing has
ever really been difficult for your main character. A fairy prince who decides to abandon his responsibilities to
become a street musician. How does your family react? Reddit Reddit is a huge community of people who
love to share things they find around the Internet, and have conversations. Your character embarks on a
mission to prove that the key to happiness is doing whatever they want, whenever they want. Reading minds
might seem like an advantage in the dating world. Write about how, to make some extra money, your
character puts their spare room on Airbnb. However, the child develops a deadly disease and the fairies have
no idea what to do since they have never known illness or death. Often, the detective will fail to stop the
criminal before another crime is committed tragedy before growing as a person rebirth and sometimes
overcoming a personal barrier. Post a question in the comments box below! But when your character can hear
every single thought someone has about them, it quickly reduces their chances at finding love. Your main
character walks home one night to discover a brand-new electric car sitting idle in behind a forest tree line.
This is why fantasy is my preferred genre to write in. But for some reason, the person addressing them thinks
they already know everything about it. They just graduated high school and are off to a very good college to
get their degree in something reliable. Make Your Title Sing Work hard on what to call your short story.
Think of a wish. Black hair. Start this when you're just idly messing with the parent's phone or laptop. Write a
book about an ancient society where your character hears a voice within their own mind. A taxi, an old enemy,
and Valentine's Day. This story is about our attachment to strangers and why we cherish them even though we
do not meet them ever again. Instead, they look it directly into its dark face and describe what they see on the
page. He is returning some books to the library for his mother and is startled to notice that the librarian looks
exactly like him, only about thirty years older. They turn and follow the scent to someone dancing in the
middle of the street to no music while reading a book. Write about a character who decides to take a vacation
for themselves to a secluded little town in order to figure out what to do with their life after college.


